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Victim, not instigator of the Asian Financial Crisis, Hong Kong was the only economy that succeeded in defending its fully
convertible currency, indeed its entire financial system, against speculators, but the price Hong Kong paid for success has been
deep recession. Jao gives an objective, even-handed account and analysis of what happened to one of the world's most open
economies during that world-roiling event. As an important study of financial events in a globalized economy, Jao's book will be
engrossing, cautionary reading for professionals and academics alike, and a major work in the literature on international business,
economics, finance, banking, and investment.
The career of Jay Lynch?cartoonist, satirist, and counterculture archivist?spanned more than six decades. All his signature Nard
‘n’ Pat stories from Bijou Funnies are featured in this volume. There are also samples of his trading card illustrations (for Garbage
Pail Kids and other Topps Chewing Gum series) and his paintings. Lynch also narrates his life story throughout the book, from his
dysfunctional childhood to the day he selected his coffin and headstone, in a half-century series of interviews and correspondence
with comic historian Patrick Rosenkranz.
A freak shuttlecraft accident -- and suddenly Captain Kirk and most of his senior officers find themselves adrift in space, with no
hope of rescue, no hope of repairing their craft, or restoring communications -- with nothing, in short but time on their hands. Time
enough for each to tell the story of the Kobayashi Maru -- the Starfleet Academy test given to command cadets. Nominally a
tactical exercise, the Kobayashi Maru is in fact a test of character revealed in the choices each man makes -- and does not make.
Discover now how Starfleet Cadets Kirk, Chekov, Scotty, and Sulu each faced the Kobayashi Maru...and became in turn Starfleet
officers.
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Explains how China's ascendance as an economic superpower will alter the cultural, political, social, and ethnic balance of global
power in the twenty-first century, unseating the West and in the process creating a whole new world.
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A new novel in New York Times best seller Eric Flint's science fiction Jao Empire series. It has become clear to both the Jao and their human
and Lleix partners that if they are going to defeat the Ekhat who have been terrorizing the galaxy for eons, they need more allies. To that end,
Preceptor Ronz, guardian of Earth and greatest living strategist of the Jao, has harnessed the energy of Earth's humans to create and send
out an exploration fleet under the command of Caitlin Kralik. But after a long search, all the expedition has found are dead worlds and nowextinct intelligent species slaughtered by the genocidal Ekhat. Do they continue to search down the galactic arm in which Earth and the Jao
worlds lie, or do they make an astounding leap in another direction? With friends like Gabe Tully, Tamt, Wrot and Caewithe Miller supporting
her, Caitlin makes her decision. Meanwhile, the Ekhat, as murderous and destructive as they have always been, have a new generation of
leaders growing into power who are even more implacable than those who have gone before them. The Ekhat have not forgotten the Jao, nor
the damage they have done over the years to the Ekhat purpose. It's up to the Jao-human-Lleix confederation and the new allies they make
to survive the onslaught and turn the tables on the Ekhat. About Jao Empire series entry #2 The Course of Empire by Eric Flint & K.D.
Wentworth: "The action is fast and furious . . . a trimphant story . . . "--The Midwest Book Review "Building to an exhilarating conclusion, this
book cries out for a sequel."--Publishers Weekly About Eric Flint's best-selling Ring of Fire series: "...reads like a technothriller set in the age
of the Medicis ..."--Publishers Weekly "...each new entry appears better than the previous one, a seemingly impossible
feat...terrific."--Midwest Book Review "[C]ombines accurate historical research with bold leaps of the imagination."--Library Journal The Jao
Empire Series The Course of Empire The Crucible of Empire The Span of Empire
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This book is the result of discoveries made by Nivison beginning in 1979, It uses critically (without superseding) his monographs from 1983
through 2002, combined with his discoveries through 2008. Its main thrust is to show that the methods and results of the PRC “Three
Dynasties Project” are invalid, and that recovering chronology before 841 BCE can be solved only by using the supposedly spurious Jinben
Zhushu Jinian (“Modern Text” Bamboo Annals), combined with hypothesis that reign lengths of record were normally the years after
completion of mourning for the preceding king. Part One presents resulting exact dates form the beginning of Xia, confirmed by discoveries in
astronomy by D. W. Pankenier and Kevin Pang. Part Two criticizes the Three-years Dynasties Project and argues for the post-mourning
hypothesis and the high antiquity of the three-years mourning institution. In Part Three, applying a discovery by E. L. Shaughnessy, the
author reconstructs the first 303 bamboo strips of the original Bamboo Annals text (perhaps five-sevenths of the whole). In so doing he shows
that the entire chronology in the Zhushu jinian is the product of Warring States manipulation of the true chronology; therefore any attempt to
recover accurate dates must begin by analyzing the “Modern” Zhushu jinian – which the Project ignored completely. Appendices present
more data and analysis, notably (Appendix 4) pinpointing the source of the Project’s errors in dating late Shang events.
The Span of EmpireBaen Books
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From New York Times best-selling author and creator of the popular Ring of Fire series Eric Flint. A new collection of short stories by a
master of sciecne fiction, fantasy, and alternate history. WELCOME TO THE MANY WORLDS OF BEST-SELLING AUTHOR ERIC FLINT
Known for his New York Times best-selling alternate history novels, Flint is equally a master of shorter forms, and this second large volume
gathers more of Flint’s shorter works. Including several stories and a short novel set in Flint’s celebrated Ring of Fire alternate history series.
A commemorative novelette set in Poul Anderson’s Operation Chaos universe. A story with Dave Freer, set in his and Flint’s popular Rats,
Bats and Vats series. Several humorous short stories addressing Biblical literalism. A long novella in a Martian steampunk setting. And
another long novella set in David Weber’s best-selling Honor Harrington universe. In addition to the fiction, Eric Flint has written an overall
introduction, plus an introduction for each story, telling how it came to be written, making this an irresistible book for the many thousands of
Eric Flint fans. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About Eric Flint: “Another engaging
alternate history from a master of the genre.”—Booklist “. . . an old-style police-procedural mystery, set in 17th century Germany. . . . the
threads . . . spin together . . . to weave an addictively entertaining story. . . . a strong addition to a fun series.”—Daily News of Galveston
County “This alternate history series is … a landmark…”—Booklist “[Eric] Flint's 1632 universe seems to be inspiring a whole new crop of gifted
alternate historians.”—Booklist “…reads like a technothriller set in the age of the Medicis…”—Publishers Weekly p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px
0.0px; font: 12.0px Helvetica; color: #454545} p.p2 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px Helvetica; color: #454545; min-height:
14.0px}
NEW ENTRY IN THE BOUNDARY SERIES BY ERIC FLINT & RYK E. SPOOR Surviving crash-landings and monsters and island-eaters
was only the beginning! The Kimei family and a second group of castaways, led by Sergeant Campbell, had finally joined forces after both
had been forced to land on the bizarre planet Lincoln, whose continents were huge floating coral colonies, inhabited by even stranger
lifeforms. They had survived crash-landings and venom-filled bites and disease, their own despair, and even the destruction—and
consumption!—of one of their floating islands, and had learned to live, even prosper, in their strange new home. Far away, Lieutenat Susan
Fisher slowly pieces together the mystery of what happened to the starship Outward Initiative . . . and begins to believe that—just
possibly—some of the survivors might have escaped to a mysteriously unsuspected star system. But even her preparations and the
resourcefulness of the castaways may not be enough . . . for Lincoln has far worse in store. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without
DRM (Digital Rights Management). Praise for previous books in this series: “[F]ast-paced sci-fi espionage thriller . . . light in tone and hard on
science . . .” —Publishers Weekly on Boundary “The whole crew from Flint and Spoor's Boundary are back. . . . Tensions run high throughout
the Ceres mission . . . a fine choice for any collection.” —Publishers Weekly on Threshold “[P]aleontology, engineering, and space flight,
puzzles in linguistics, biology, physics, and evolution further the story, as well as wacky humor, academic rivalries, and even some sweet
romances.” —School Library Journal on Boundary
For an accessible, comprehensive global survey of the world's major civilizations, Adler and Pouwels's WORLD CIVILIZATIONS offers a
great balance between detail and brevity. This unique student-oriented text offers 53 short chapters accompanied by strong pedagogy and
critical thinking tools, giving instructors the flexibility to assign a wide range of major topics in world history in a variety of different ways, while
making learning more manageable for students. The focused treatment of topics throughout history covers every major epoch and follows
broad patterns and processes, while illuminating history through specific examples and a particular emphasis on social and cultural topics.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
NEW ENTRY IN THE DRAGON AWARD–WINNING ARCANE AMERICA SERIES from New York Times best-selling alternate history master
Eric Flint. The passage of Halley’s Comet in 1759 is catastrophic. The comet appears to strike the Earth, sundering the New World from the
Old. A chain of mountains rises in the Mid-Atlantic. No ship from the Old World arrives in America. No ship from the New World can find a
passage to the Old—and most who try simply disappear. The comet has also unleashed magic forces, which soon spread everywhere. Slaves
begin using powers derived from African witchcraft, bringing monsters from that continent into the New World. The native tribes begin doing
the same. Some European settlers devise ways to couple Old World technology with sorcery. Kraken in the Atlantic, revenants in Jamaica,
Dry Hands and Floating Heads in the Hudson valley, African ogres and worse set loose in the streets of New York. Magic of all kinds,
emerging everywhere, most of it poorly if at all controlled. The powerful Iroquois Confederacy disintegrates. The Onondaga Council Fire is
extinguished; the Seneca and Cayuga follow their own shaman and war leader, and the Mohawks ally with the English. For their part, the
English and the French in North America, who had been on the brink of war when the Sundering came, now have to contemplate what would
once have been unthinkable. They must not simply forge a military alliance against the rising dark powers but may even have to unite
politically behind the young English prince Edward, now the only person of royal blood left in the terrifying world created by the Sundering. At
the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). About Uncharted: "History and mythology meld admirably,
leading to a satisfying conclusion. This hardy adventure establishes a world ripe for many more rousing stories."—Publishers Weekly "With a
light and brisk narrative that propels its heroes through a number of increasingly dangerous situations, this combination of alternate history
and fantasy should appeal to fans of Eric Flint, Harry Turtledove, and historical fantasy in general."—Booklist “While delivering plenty of action
that approximates the best of cinematic fantasy, Hoyt and Anderson also strive for—and achieve—a kind of gravitas that suitably reflects the
majesty of an untrammeled continent. Their descriptions of raw nature and its emotional repercussions on the humans are subtly poetic
without being overblown. The native tribes are depicted in authentic ways, especially the people of Sacagawea. . . .The characterization of all
the cast members is deep and revelatory of human nature. . . . There is also humor amidst the seriousness . . . [Anderson and Hoyt’s] prose
is a clear-eyed, sturdy naturalism meshed with flights of vivid unreality . . . filled with not only slambang adventures but also a kind of rational
optimism that has become rare in genre works these days. . . Hoyt and Anderson, a kind of de Camp and Pratt for the twenty-first century,
convey these ideals without lectures or sermons, embodying them in principled people doing exciting things.”—Locus About Eric Flint: “This
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alternate history series is … a landmark…”—Booklist “[Eric] Flint's 1632 universe seems to be inspiring a whole new crop of gifted alternate
historians.”—Booklist “…reads like a technothriller set in the age of the Medicis…”—Publishers Weekly About Walter H. Hunt: "A compelling and
immersive novel in which every word feels authentic and every chapter draws the reader deeper into the dark and terrifying power of the
mind.”—New York Journal of Books
??????????????????????????????????,????:????????????????????:????????
NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR. CONTAINS A STORY BY DAVID BRIN AND AN ALL-NEW STORY BY ERIC FLINT.
Collection #4 of rollicking and idea-packed alternate history tales written by today’s hottest science fiction writers and edited by New York
Times best-seller Eric Flint. After a cosmic accident sets the modern-day West Virginia town of Grantville down in war-torn seventeenth
century Europe, these everyday, resourceful Americans must adapt – or be trod into the dust of the past. Let’s do the “Time Warp” again!
Another anthology of rollicking, thought-provoking collection of tales by a star-studded array of top writers such as bestseller Mercedes
Lackey and Eric Flint himself – all set in Eric Flint’s phenomenal Ring of Fire series. A cosmic accident sets the modern West Virginia town of
Grantville down in war-torn seventeenth century Europe. It will take all the gumption of the resourceful, freedom-loving up-timers to find a way
to flourish in a mad and bloody time. Are they up for it? You bet they are. The fourth rollicking and idea-packed collection of Grantville tales
edited and introduced by Eric Flint, and inspired by his now-legendary 1632. Plus: contains an all-new story by Eric Flint. Stories by Eric Flint,
David Brin, David Carrico, Virginia DeMarce, Charles E. Gannon and more. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital
Rights Management). About Eric Flint’s Ring of Fire series: “[Eric] Flint's 1632 universe seems to be inspiring a whole new crop of gifted
alternate historians.” –Booklist “[Eric Flint] can entertain and edify in equal, and major, measure.” –Publishers Weekly

A bizarre kidnapping case leads FBI Special Agent Jasper Wilde into the mysterious world of a strange religious cult and
even stranger criminals. At the scene of the kidnapping itself, a frightening apparition is seen. Then, a hideouslymutilated corpse is found nearby. Something wicked has come to the nornal-seeming Chicago suburbs. It doesn’t take
long before the FBI agents realize that something truly extraordinary is unfolding in northwest Indiana—and that, whatever
it is, the area’s huge steel industry is somehow at the center. Jasper is joined by Supervisory Special Agent Temple
Black. Black has recently been put in charge of a new unit, the Scientific Anomalies Group, created to analyze and
handle peculiar cases which might be on the periphery of national security. Another cult is discovered, although this one
seems to be opposed to the criminal activities taking place. Further investigation, however, just produces more in the way
of mystery. The agents consult with scientists and theologians, but no one has any idea what might be producing the
situation. Until, finally, the cults erupt in open warfare. As the FBI agents race to intervene and finally put a stop to the
horrors, they come to understand and accept that something very ancient and very evil has surfaced in the world—or,
perhaps, something that is very, very alien. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management). About Eric Flint: “Another engaging alternate history from a master of the genre.”—Booklist “. . . an oldstyle police-procedural mystery, set in 17th century Germany. . . . the threads . . . spin together . . . to weave an
addictively entertaining story. . . . a strong addition to a fun series.”—Daily News of Galveston County “This alternate
history series is … a landmark…”—Booklist “[Eric] Flint's 1632 universe seems to be inspiring a whole new crop of gifted
alternate historians.”—Booklist “…reads like a technothriller set in the age of the Medicis…”—Publishers Weekly
NEW ENTRY IN THE WITCHES OF KARRES SERIES BY NEW YORK TIMES BEST-SELLING AUTHOR ERIC FLINT
& DAVE FREER Captain Pausert just can’t catch a break! First, he became the mortal enemy of his fiancée, his home
planet, the Empire—and even the Worm World, the darkest threat to mankind in all of space. All because he helped
rescue three slave children from their masters. Of course, these three young women were the universally feared Witches
of Karres—but how was he to know that?! And after he defeated the Worm World (with the help of the witches, of course),
the Empress herself had sent him on a secret mission to stop a nanite plague that was raging across the galaxy. But an
enemy had somehow convinced the Imperial Fleet that he was actually a wanted criminal, so after a battle leaving his
ship in urgent need of repairs, Pausert and the witches of Karres joined an interstellar traveling circus in order to save the
galaxy. Now Pausert and the witches of Karres roam the spaceways again, this time dealing with a slaver-culture that
somehow makes slaves happy to be in servitude, and a quest for a long-lost alien pet, during which the youngest witch,
The Leewit, begins to come to her full powers as a healer—and of course generates chaos in her wake. For Pausert, it’s
all in a day’s work. But would it be too much to ask for a vacation? At the publisher's request, this title is sold without
DRM (Digital Rights Management). About the Witches of Karres series: "This sequel [to The Witches of Karres] does
honor to the original. . . a rolilicking ride. . . a rousing conclusion. . . "—Asimov's Science Fiction Magazine Fans of
humorous science fiction will enjoy this outing.”—School Library Journal on The Wizard of Karres About All the Plagues of
Hell by Eric Flint & Dave Freer: “. . . a compelling tale of political, military, and magical conflict . . .”—Booklist About Eric
Flint: “A master of the genre.”—Booklist “An SF author of particular note . . . one who can entertain and edify in equal,
and major, measure.” —Publishers Weekly About Dave Freer: “Dave Freer always delivers compelling, fast-moving and
addictive fantasy adventures.”—Garth Nix
???????????????????????? ???????????????????????? ?????????????????? ??????????Top 1??????????????????
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er ??????????????????????????????????????Goodreads??Megs
Contains over eight hundred alphabetically arranged entries that provide information about topics related to the historical
development and global influence of Southeast Asia, covering politics, war, religion, socioeconomics, ethnohistory,
geography, and folklore.
????????????? ????770?????476????????? ????????? ?????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????? ?? ??????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
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???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
Sequel to The Course of Empire When humans and their Jao overlords joined forces in a desperate battle to save the
Earth from the malevolent race called the Ekhat, the relationship between the two species was changed forever. Two
years later, humans and Jao are learning to work together in an uneasy alliance. Then, in a distant nebula, three Jao
ships detect signs of another sentient species during a battle with the Ekhat. Only one of the ships returns, with most of
its crew dead or injured. Earth's Preceptor Ronz suspects the unknown species was actually the Lleix, a name out of the
Jao's past, and an ancient shame from the period in their development when they themselves were still ruled by the
maniacal Ekhat. Ronz sends the Lexington, a massive ship built on Earth and crewed by both human and Jao, to
investigate. The Lexington dwarfs any ship ever built by the Jao and even outmasses Ekhat ships, which may enable it to
survive the attack that destroyed two of the three Jao ships. But if the expedition does find a surviving remnant of the
Lleix, will the survivors trust the Jao? And should they? At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital
Rights Management).
A new novel in New York Times best seller Eric Flint's science fiction Jao Empire series. It has become clear to both the Jao and their human
and Lleix partners that if they are going to defeat the Ekhat who have been terrorizing the galaxy for eons, they need more allies. To that end,
Preceptor Ronz, guardian of Earth and greatest living strategist of the Jao, has harnessed the energy of Earth's humans to create and send
out an exploration fleet under the command of Caitlin Kralik. But after a long search, all the expedition has found are dead worlds and nowextinct intelligent species slaughtered by the genocidal Ekhat. Do they continue to search down the galactic arm in which Earth and the Jao
worlds lie, or do they make an astounding leap in another direction? With friends like Gabe Tully, Tamt, Wrot and Caewithe Miller supporting
her, Caitlin makes her decision. Meanwhile, the Ekhat, as murderous and destructive as they have always been, have a new generation of
leaders growing into power who are even more implacable than those who have gone before them. The Ekhat have not forgotten the Jao, nor
the damage they have done over the years to the Ekhat purpose. It's up to the Jao-human-Lleix confederation and the new allies they make
to survive the onslaught and turn the tables on the Ekhat. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights
Management). About Jao Empire series entry #2 The Course of Empire by Eric Flint & K.D. Wentworth: “The action is fast and furious . . . a
trimphant story . . . ”—The Midwest Book Review “Building to an exhilarating conclusion, this book cries out for a sequel.”—Publishers Weekly
About Eric Flint’s best-selling Ring of Fire series: “…reads like a technothriller set in the age of the Medicis …”—Publishers Weekly “…each new
entry appears better than the previous one, a seemingly impossible feat…terrific.”—Midwest Book Review “[C]ombines accurate historical
research with bold leaps of the imagination.”—Library Journal The Jao Empire Series The Course of Empire The Crucible of Empire The Span
of Empire
?????????,18?????????????????????,?????????????????????:?????????????????????????18???????
A grand alternate history, science fiction adventure from multiple New York Times best-selling author Eric Flint, creator of the Ring of Fire
alternate history series, the Jao Empire series, and the Boundary series, and multiple Hugo award winner and science fiction legend Mike
Resnick. Russ Tabor is one of the top security specialists in the galaxy. Much against his will, he finds himself assigned to provide protection
for Rupert Medawar Narayan Shenoy—“Lord Shenoy,” as he likes to style himself—who is probably the human race’s most brilliant savant.
Shenoy has become convinced that the race of ancient aliens known as the Old Ones possessed powers unknown to any modern intelligent
species. He believes they had harnessed forces which may well have been actual magic, giving the Old Ones the stature of gods. Off Russ
and Shenoy go to find the secret. Meanwhile, Occo, a member of the alien race known as the Nac Zhe Anglan, returns to her religious
creed’s home cloister to find that it has been completely destroyed—and by means which suggest that the Old Ones were the perpetrators.
Yet the Old Ones, those ancient and inimical gods of the galaxy, were thought to have perished eons before. Occo is not a savant of any
kind. She is a shaman castigant, a warrior of her creed. Her purpose now is to seek revenge, not to uncover the secrets of the Old Ones. But
she cannot do the one without first doing the other. So, she and her familiar Bresk set ought to track down those long-gone deities. Now
human adventures and an alien shaman are on a collision course with the truth: despite their many differences, only if they unite their forces
do they stand any chance of surviving the coming encounter with the gods of Sagittarius. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without
DRM (Digital Rights Management). About Eric Flint's groundbreaking Ring of Fire series: “This alternate history series is . . . a
landmark…”—Booklist “ . . . reads like a technothriller set in the age of the Medicis . . . ”—Publishers Weekly About Eric Flint's best-selling Jao
Empire series coauthored with K.D. Wentworth and David Carrico: “The action is fast and furious . . . a trimphant story . . . ”—The Midwest
Book Review “Building to an exhilarating conclusion, this book cries out for a sequel.”—Publishers Weekly About Eric Flint's Boundary series,
coauthored with Ryk E. Spoor: “. . . fast-paced sci-fi espionage thriller . . . light in tone and hard on science . . .” —Publishers Weekly on
Boundary “The whole crew from Flint and Spoor's Boundary are back . . . Tensions run high throughout the Ceres mission . . . a fine choice
for any collection.” —Publishers Weekly on Threshold “[P]aleontology, engineering, and space flight, puzzles in linguistics, biology, physics,
and evolution further the story, as well as wacky humor, academic rivalries, and even some sweet romances.” —School Library Journal on
Boundary
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